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Kent, Ann, *Between Freedom & Subsistence: China & Human Rights* .................................................................'93
Kent, Ann, *China, the United Nations, and Human Rights: The Limits of Compliance* ...... Penn'99
Seymour, James, *China Rights Annals 1* .....................................................................................'94
Tang, James, *Human Rights & IR in the Asia-Pacific Region* ..............................................'94
The Individual and the State in China, Brian Hook, ed .......................................................OUP'96
Weatherley, Robert, *The Discourse of Human Rights in China* .............................................. StMartin'99
Wu Yuan-li+, *Human Rights in the PRC* ('88 view from right) ...........................................JC599.C6H86'88
Zheng Yi, *Scarlet Memorial: Tales of Cannibalism* ..............................................................Westview'96

**PSYCHOLOGY**

(Includes topics from thought reform to psychology.

See preceding sections, and sections below, e.g. on villages & "units," other topics.)

Bond, Michael H., *Beyond the Chinese Face: Insights...* ......................................................DS721.B617'91
Chen, Theodore, *Thought Reform of the Chinese Intellectuals* ('60) ......................................17247.252
Chinese Patterns of Behavior: Psychological/Psychiatric Studies, David Ho+, ed. Z3108.P7C48'89
The Handbook of Chinese Psychology, Michael Bond, ed .....................................................OUP'96
Jankowiak, William, *Sex, Death & Hierarchy in a Chinese City* ........................................DS796.H84136'93
Koningsberger, Hans, *Love and Hate in China: A New Yorker's Chinese Notes* ..............1722.536
Lifton, Robert, *Thought Reform & the Psychology of Totalism* .............................................6466.585
Lin Tsung-yi+, *Chinese Societies and Mental Health* ..............................................................HKOUP'93
Lowinger, Paul & Livingston, *The Minds of the Chinese People* ......................................RA790.7.C6L58'83
Mixed Motives, Uncertain Outcomes: Defensive Conversation in China, J. Broomelhorster, ed

..............................................Rienner'97
Pearson, Veronica, *Mental Health Care in China* ..............................................................'95
Phillips, Michael, and Veronica Pearson (psychiatric social work; for articles, see LTW) ............................
Psycho-Sinology: Dreams in Ch. Culture, Carolyn Brown, ed ........................................BF1078.P74'88
The Psychology of the Chinese People, Michael Bond, ed ...........................................DS721.P78'86
Pye, Lucian, *Chinese Negotiating Style* ....................................................................................Quorum'92
EDUCATION, YOUTH, SPORTS


*Agelasto, Michael and Bob Adamson, ed., *Higher Education in Post-Mao China* .................................. HKU'98

*Agelasto, Michael, *Educational Disengagement: Undermining Academic Quality at a Chinese University* ................................................................. agelasto@hotmail.com'98

*Agelasto, Michael, *University in Turmoil: The Political Economy of Shenzhen U.* ......................................... '98

*Bastid, Marianne, *Educational Reform in Early 20th C. China* ......................................................... LA1131,B3313'87

*Brownell, Susan, *Training the Body for China: Sports in the Moral Order* ............................................ '95

*Callaway, Alison, *Deaf Children in China* ................................................................. Gallaudet'00

*Chan, Anita, *Children of Mao* ................................................................. HQ799.C5C47 '85


*Chen, Theodore Hsi-en, *Chinese Education Since 1949* ................................................................. '81

*Childhood in China*, William Kessen, ed ................................................................. HQ792.C5A53'75

*Chin Ann-ping, *Children of China* (Cornell, '88) ................................................................. HQ792.C5C46'88

*China's Education & the Industrial World*, Ruth Hayhoe, ed ................................................................. LA1131.C53'87

*China's National Minority Education: Culturicide...& Dev't*, G. Postiglione, ed .................................. Garland'98


*Chinese Education & Society* ................................................................. Sharpe (whole run is useful)

*Chinese Education and Modernization*, Ruth Hayhoe, ed ................................................................. '90

*Chinese Views of Childhood*, Anne B. Kinney, ed ................................................................. Hawaii'95


*Committee on Scholarly Communication, China & Global Change* ....................................................... QC981.8C5C484'92

*Contemporary Chinese Education*, Ruth Hayhoe, ed ................................................................. LA1131.C75'S84


*Education & Modernization: The Chinese Experience*, Ruth Hayhoe, ed ................................................................. LA1131.E33'92

*Education & Socialist Modernization*, Shiming Hu*, ed ................................................................. '87

*Education & Society in HK*, Gerard A. Postiglione, ed ................................................................. LC191.8.H85E83'91

*Education and Social Change in the PRC*, John N. Hawkins, ed ........................................................ LA1131.C53H83'83

*Education in Contemporary China*, Yuliang Zhou, ed ................................................................. Changsha'90

*Education in Mainland China*, Bih-jaw Lin*, ed ................................................................. IIR'90

*Education in the PRC, Past & Present: Bibliography*, F. Parker* ............................................................. Garland'96


*Epstein, Irving, Chinese Education: Problems, Policies* ................................................................. LA1131.82.C544'91

*Fingar, Thomas, Higher Education and Research in the PRC: Institutional Profiles* .....................................


*Fraser, Stewart E., Chinese Communist Education (1965)* ................................................................. 6905.361

*Gardner, Howard, To Open Minds: Chinese Clues* ................................................................. Basic Books'89
Hayhoe, Beverly, *China's Universities and the Open Door* ....................................................... LA1133.H39'89
Hayhoe, Beverly, *China's Universities, 1985-1995...Cultural Conflict* ............................ Garland'96
Henze, Jürgen, *Beryliche Bildung des Auslands* ........................................................... '90
Hooper, Beverly, *Youth in China* ............................................................ HX547.H66'85
Hu, C.T., *Education Under Communist China* .......................................................... '62
Huang Jianyi, *Chinese Students & Scholars in American Higher Education* ........ Praeger'97
Human Rights and Education... Norma Tarrow, ed .................................................. Pergamon'87
Jing Jun, *Feeding China's Little Emperors: Food, Children, and Social Change* .... Stanf'00
Kolatch, Jonathan, *Sports, Politics, & Ideology in China* ....................................... GV651.S66'90
Lewin, Keith+, *Educational Innovation in China...1985* ....................................... Longman'94
Liljeström, Rita+, *Young Children in China* (curricula, '82) .................................. HQ792.C5.K561'82
Lin Jing, *Education in Post-Mao China* .............................................................. Praeger'92
Lin Jing, *Social Transformation and Private Education in China* ......................... Praeger'99
Liu Xiufeng, *Math & Science Curriculum Change in PRC* ..................................... Mellen
Lofstedt, Jan-Inger, *Chinese Educational Policy, 1949-79* ................................... LC94.C5L65
Parker, Franklin & Betty June, *Education in the PRC: Annotated Bib'y* ........ NY: Garland'86
Pepper, Suzanne, *China's Education Reform in the 1980s* ........................................ LA1131.82.P46'90
Pepper, Suzanne, *Radicalism and Education Reform in 20th C China* ........ Cambridge'96
Rai, Shirai, *Resistance & Reaction: University Politics...Post-Mao* ..................... LA1133.R35'91
Ross, Heidi, *China Learns English* ........................................................................ PE1130.C4R67'93
Saari, Jon L., *Legacies of Childhood, 1890-1920* ............................................... HQ792.C5S22'89
Schoenhals, Martin, *The Paradox of Power in PRC Middle School* .................. LA1132.S36'93
Seybolt, Peter, *Revolutionary Education in China: Documents* ......................... LA1131.S48
Shao Daosheng, *Preliminary Study of China's Juvenile Delinquency* ............ FLP'92
Shirk, Susan, *Competitive Comrades...Student Strategies* (curricula, '82) ........ LA1133.7.S55'82
Sport and Physical Education in China, Riordan, James, and Robin Jones, ed ........ Routl'99
Sport in China (Human Kinetics, IL'90), Howard Knutten+, ed ................................ GV651.S66'90
Stafford, Charles, *The Roads of Chinese Childhood...Angang* ........................... Camb'95
Tobin, Joseph J., *Preschool in Three Cultures* (US,Japan,Ch) ....................... LB1140.25.J3T63'89
White, Gordon, *Party and Professionals: Political Role of Teachers* .................. LB2844.1.P6W48
Yee, Herbert S., *Political Culture of Univ. Students...China, HK, Macau, Taiwan* .... Nova'99

(See also "Foreign Professionals in China" & other headings.)

**LITERATURE, CRITICISM, CULTURE**

Lu Xun and His Legacy, Leo Ou-fan Lee, ed ......................................................... PL2754.S5.Z7567 '85 G
Lu Xun, Selected Works ..................................................................................... 2081.67.1954 G
Lu Xun, Wandering ............................................................................................ PL2754.S3P3613 G
Mair, Victor, Anthologizing & Anthropologizing...Nonelite Literary Tradition........ (Durham NC)
Mao Dun, Midnight ......................................................................................... PL2801.N2T913 '79 G
Mao's Harvest: New Generation, Helen F. Siu+, ed ......................................... PL2513.M35 '83 F&G
Martin, Helmut+, Modern Chinese Writers: Self-Portrayals .............................. PL2277.M65*92
Martin, Helmut, Modern Chinese Writers: Self-Portrayals ................................ PL2277.M65*92 '92
McDougall, Bonnie S., Mao Zedong's Talks at the Ya'nan Forum...................... NX583.A1M3634
Min, Anchee, Red Azelia .................................................................................... Pantheon,DS778.7.M65*94
Mo Yan, The Garlic Ballads ............................................................................ Viking'95
The New Realism: Writings after the C.R. *, Yee LEE, ed .................................
Out of the Howling Storm: New Chinese Poetry, Tony Barnstone, ed,................. PS3565.x36C55*90
Persimmon: Asian Literature, Arts, and Culture .............................................. www.persimmon-mag.com
Pickowicz, Paul, Marxist Literary Thought in China: Ch'u Ch'iu-pai ...................... PL2755.C5Z77 G
Pu Ning, Flower Terror: Suffocating Stories of China ........................................ Homa'99
"Return from Silence...Rev'y Writers" '91 video; EAS has copy? ......................... BF1045.N4R64
Recent Fiction...1987-88: Stories & Novellas, Xu LONG, ed ......................... PL2658.E8R4'91
The Red Azelia: Poetry since the CR, Edward Morin, ed ................................. PL2658.E3R33'90 G
Respite from Politics Jeffery Kinkley, ed ..........................................................
Ru Zhijuan, et al., Seven Contemporary Chinese Women Writers ..................... PL2515.S44'82 G
Science Fiction from China Wu Dingbo & Patrick Murphy, ed. * .................... PL2658.E8S36'89 G
Siu, Helen F., Furrows: Peasants, Intellectuals & the State: Stories ................... PL2653.F8790 G
Stubborn Weeds: Popular and Controversial Literature after the Cultural Revolution, Perry Link, ed ........................ PL2658.E1S78'83 G
Su Tong, Rice ...................................................................................................... WmMorrow'95
Tai, Jeanne, ed. Spring Bamboo: Contemporary Short Stories ........................ PL2658.E8N56'89 F&G
The Literature of the Hundred Flowers, Huling Nieh, ed ................................ PL2303.L55 G
The Lost Boat: Avant-Garde Fiction, Henry Zhao, ed ....................................... PL2393.W34'90 G
The Wounded: New Stories of the Cultural Revolution, Xinhua Lu, ed ..............
Tsao Yu, Sunrise ............................................................................................... PL2815.A8J513'78 G
Two Writers and the CR: Lao She and Chen Jo-hsi, George Kao, ed ............... PL2804.C5Z92 G
Under-Sky Underground...Writing, Henry Zhao+, ed .................................... '94
vanCrevel, Maghiel, Language Shattered: Contemp Ch Poetry & Duoduo .......... LeidenCNWS'96
Voices of the Song Lyric, Pauline Yu, ed .......................................................... PL2336.V65*94
Wagner, Rudolf, Contemporary Chinese Historical Drama ............................... PL2393.W34'90 G
Wagner, Rudolf, Inside a Service Trade: Contemporary Prose ....................... PL2919.M39P8513'89
Wang Jing, High Culture Fever: Politics, Aesthetics & Ideology in Deng's China ... UC'96
Wang Meng, Bolshevik Salute .......................................................................... PL2919.M39P8513 '89 G
Wang Meng, Selected Works I: The Strain of Meeting '89 ................................. PL2919.M39A6*V1 G
Wang Meng, Selected Works II: Snowball, '89 ................................................ PL2919.M39A6*V2 G
Wang Ruowang, K. Rubin Hunger Trilogy (critique of waste) * ....................... PL2919.J6C3813'91 G
Wang, Ben, *Sublime Figure of History: Aesthetics & Politics* ........................................ SUP'97
*Worlds Apart...Writing & Audiences*, Howard Goldblatt, ed ................................. PL2303.W67'90 G
Xia Hong, *Selected Stories* .................................................................................................
Xu Meihong and Larry Engelmann, *Daughter of China* .................................................. Headline'99
Yang Lan, *Chinese Fiction of the Cultural Revolution* ..................................................... HKUP'98
Yang, Rae, *Spider Eaters* ...................................................................................................... UCP'97
Ying Bian, *The Time is Not Yet Ripe... [1980s] Stories* .................................................... PL2658.E8.T553'91 G
Zha Jianying, *China Pop... Soap Operas, Tabloids* ............................................................. NewPress'95
Zhang Xianliang, *Getting Used to Dying* ......................................................................... PL2837.H76813'91 G
Zhang Xianliang, *Grass Soup* ............................................................................................. Secker'94
Zhang Xinxin, *Dreams of Our Generation... (1986)* ......................................................... PL2929.5.H36W613 G
Zhang, Yingjin, *The City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film* ................................. SUP'96
Zheng Yi, *Old Well* (peasant disputes over water in 1980s) '89 ............................... PL2841.I15L3613 G
Zhou Erfu, *Morning in Shanghai* ....................................................................................... PL2851.E75553 G

**LANGUAGE REFORM AND LINGUISTICS**

DeFrancis, John, *Nationalism and Language Reform in China* ........................................ PUP'50
Hodge, Bob+, *The Politics of Chinese Language and Culture: Reading Dragons* ............ Rout'98
Jernudd, Bjorn+, *Chinese Language Planning* ............................................................... Int'IJSocLang'86
Peterson, Glen, *The Power of Words: Literacy & Revol'n in S. China, 1949-95* ............... UBC'97
Ramsey, S. Robert, *The Languages of China* ................................................................. PL1071.R34'87 F&G
Seybolt, Peter+, *Language Reform in China* .................................................................... Sharpe'79
Wu Jie, *System Dialects* ................................................................................................. BjFLP'96

(Also look under the following category, on cinema and arts.)

**CINEMA, THEATER, OPERA**

(See EAS Dept. office to order films; or "New Yorker Films," 212-247-6110.)

*Brecht and East Asian Theatre*, Antony Tatlow & T.W. Wong, ed ............................... '82
*Brecht in Asia and Africa*, John Fuegi+, ed ................................................................. HKU '89
*China Screen* (Beijing; quarterly pictorial w/ features) ............................................. PN1993.5.C4C459 G
*Chinese Drama 1979-89*, Yu Shiao-ling, ed ................................................................. Mellen'96
*Chinese Film Theory: New Era*, George Sensel+, ed .................................................... PN1993.5.C4C443'90 T
Chow, Rey, *Primitive Passions: Visuality, Sexuality...Cinema* ..................................... Columbia'95
Clark, Paul, *Chinese Cinema: Culture & Politics since '49* ...................................... PN1993.5.C4C58 I '87
Donald, Stephanie H., *Public Secrets, Public Spaces: Cinema & Civility in China* ........ Rowan'00
Hare, David, *Fanshen* (dramatization of W. Hinton's book)........................................................................ PN2874.H63 G
Howard, Roger, *Contemporary Chinese Theatre* .................................................................................. PN2874.H63 G
Leyda, Jay, "Dianying" Electric Shadows: Films and Audience in China........................................ 30109.584.2 T
Marion, Donald, *The Chinese Filmography, 1948-95*........................................................................ McFarland'97
McDougall, Bonnie, *The Yellow Earth...by Chen Kaige* ...................................................................... PN1997.H7953M33'91
Modern Drama from Communist China '70, Walter Meserve, ed....................................................... 2080.637 G
Oxford Anthology of Contemporary Chinese Drama, M. Cheung+, ed.............................................. OUP97
Performing Arts in Contemp. China, Colin Mackerras, ed................................................................. PN2871.C534'83 F&G
The Red Pear Garden: 3 Great Dramas '73, John Mitchell, ed........................................................... PL2658.E5M5 G
Su Xiaokang+, *Deathsong of the River...Reader's Guide* .............................................................. DS721.S79413'91
Transitional Chinese Cinemas, Sheldon Lu, ed .................................................................................... Hawaii'97
Tung, Constantine, & Colin Mackerras, *Drama in the PRC* ............................................................. PN2874.D7'87 G
20th C. Chinese Drama: An Anthology, Edward M. Gunn, ed ......................................................... PL2658.E5T88'83 G
Wagner, Rudolf, *The Contemporary Chinese Historical Drama* ................................................ PL2393.W34'90 G
Wu Zuguang+, *Peking Opera and Mei Lanfang* (Beijing, '81)...................................................... PN2871.5.W8 G
Yung, Bell, *Cantonese Opera* (not just contemporary)................................................................ ML1751.C4Y9'89
Zhang Yingjin and Xiao Shiwei, *Encyclopedia of Chinese Film* .................................................. Routledge'98

ART & MUSIC

Chang, K.C., *Art, Myth, & Ritual: Path to Authority in Ancient China*........................................ DS741.65.C53'83
China Social Culture Editing & Publishing Committee, *The Best in Modern Chinese Folk Painting '90* (For. Lang.Pr.)...
China's Avant-Garde Counter Currents in Art.................................................................................... HKOUP'93
Croizer, Ralph, *Art & Revolution in China, Lingnan, 1910-51* .................................................... ND1043.5.L55C7
Holm, David, *Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China*............................................................... HX523.h63'90
Hua Junwu, *Cartoons from Contemporary China* Beijing '89.................................................... NC1696.C37 G
Inside Out: New Chinese Art, Gao Minglu ed................................................................................... UC'98
Moss, Hugh, *Some Recent Dev'ts in 20th C. Ch. Painting* ............................................................ '82
Powers, Martin, *Art and Political Expression in Early China* ........................................................ NB1880.C5P68'91 SA
Qi Baishi, *Likeness & Unlikeness: Selected Paintings*................................................................. BJ,'90
Scott, A.C., *Literature & the Arts in Twentieth Century China* .................................................... 17241.193.845 F&G
Silbergeld, Jerome+, *Contractions...Painter Li Huasheng* ............................................................... UWash, '93
Strassberg, Richard+, *Beyond the Open Door: Paintings* .............................................................. PacificAsiaMus'87
Sullivan, Michael, *Art and Artists in 20th C. China* ...................................................................... UC'96
Twentyfifth Century Chinese Painting, Mayching Kao, ed ............................................................. ND1045.T86'88 G
Wu Guanzhong [painter], *Painting from the Heart*....................................................................... Chengdu, '90
Yang, Alice, Why Asia? Contemporary Asian & Asian American Art .................................................... NYUP'98
Yang, Belle, Baba...Return to China (of US painter)..............................................................................'94
Ying Wanzu, Satire and Humor: Selected Chinese Cartoons.................................................................

MUSIC (instrumental & vocal — but for opera, see the "Theater" list above)
CHIME: Journal...for Chinese Music Research fax (31)71-123183.........................................................
Jones, Andrew F., Like a Knife: Ideology and Genre in Contemporary Chinese Popular Music *
.................................................................................................................. ML3502.C6J66'92
Jones, Stephen, Folk Music of China: Living Instrumental Traditions.................................................. OUP'95
Kouwenhoven, Frank, (anything you can find by him — articles) *.....................................................
Kraus, Richard, Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and Struggle over Western Music .................................................................................................................. ML336.5.K72'89

Mittler, Barbara, Chinese New Music as a Political Language ............................................................... Indiana'96

Music from China Newsletter ............................................................................................................ 170 Park Row, 12D, NYC 10038

MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS

Barone Center, Turmoil at Tiananmen...U.S. Press Coverage............................................................... '92
Berlin, Michael+ ed. Tiananmen Two Years Later: American Media ......................................................
Bishop, Robert L., Qi Lai! Mobilizing...Communications ..................................................................... P92.C5B57'89
Chang Won Ho, Mass Media in China (Iowa State '89)......................................................................... P92.C5C48'89
China Reporting: Journalism, 1930s/40s, Stephen MacKinnon, ed ........ DS777.533.P82U56'87
China's Media, Media's China, Chin-Chuan Lee, ed ................................................................. P95.85.C6C45'94
Committee to Protect Journalists, Don't Force Us to Lie.....................................................................'93
Comrade Editor: Letters to People's Daily, Hugh Thomas, ed....................................................... DS779.21.xC6
The Great Wall in Ruins: Communication & Cultural Change, Godwin Chu+, ed............................. '93
Hawkins, John, Mass Communication in China ..................................................................................
Hong Junhao, The Internationalization of Television in China.......................................................... Praeger'98
Hood, Marlowe, (once-planned book on the governmental roles of media)........................................
Hussain, Athar, The Chinese Television Industry ............................................................................ '89
International Law Inst., Communications Law & Policy in PRC ............................................................. '85
Lawson, Teresa, US Media Coverage of China ..................................................................................... NComUS-ChR'98
Liu, Alan, Communications and National Integration in Communist China ........................................ 17241.19.589
Lull, James, China Turned On: Television, Reform, Resistance ....................................................... HQ520.L848'91
Lynch, Daniel, After the Propaganda State: Media, Politics and "Thought Work" .............................. Stanf'99
Media and the Chinese Public: Survey...Beijing, Brantly Womack, ed ........................................... P92.C6M42
Media Studies Journal, "Covering China" .................................................................................... 13:1, winter 1999
Moving a Mountain: Communication & Cultural Change, Godwin Chu, ed. *................ DS724.M67 G
Mueller, Milton, China in the Information Age ..................................................................................... Praeger'97
Polumbaum, Judith, (perhaps books; look now for articles).................................................................
Rudolph, Jörg-Meinhard, Cankao-Xiaoxi: Foreign News in PRC ..........................................................
Schoenhals, Michael, Doing Things with Words in Chinese Politics ................................................... DS779.26.S36'92
Schramm, Wilbur & Erwin Atwood, Circulation of News in...Asia ............................................... PN5360.537
Stranahan, Patricia, Molding the Medium: CCP & Liberation Daily .............................................. PN536Y.Y463C488
Voices of China: ...Journalism*, Chin-Chuan Lee, ed ..................................................................... PN4748.C5V65'90
Zha Jianying, China Pop * ............................................................................................................... NewPress'95
Zhao Yuezhi, Media, Market, & Democracy...Party Line & Bottom Line ........................................... Illinois'98
Zhou He, Mass Media & Tiananmen Square ...................................................................................... Nova'96

BEYOND BEIJING; GEOGRAPHY

(See also "Cities," below.)
Aijmer, Göran, *Leadership on the China Coast* (mostly HK) ..................................... DS796.H757L43'84
Blecher, Marc, & Vivienne Shue, *Tethered Deer: Gov't...County* *.......................... Stanf'96
*Boundedaries in China*, John Hay, ed ................................................................. Reaktion'94
Bramall, Chris, *In Praise of Maoist Economic Planning...Sichuan Since 1931* .......... HC428.S9B7'93
Breslin, Shaun, *China in the 1980s: Centre-Provincial Relations* .......................... '96
Cadro, Paul, *A Chinese Province as a Reform...Hainan* ...................................... HG5782C33'92
Center for Chinese Studies, *Yearbooks of the PRC...11 Major Research Libraries* ...... UCB, '91
China Deconstructs (NE, E, Fujian, HK, Shandong, Xinjiang, SW parts) *, David S.G. Goodman+, ed ................................................................. '94'
*China's Economic Growth: Regions, Migrations, Environment*, T. Cannon ................. SMar'00
*China's Regional Development*, David S.G. Goodman, ed .................................... HC427.92.C4655'89
Domenach, Jean-Luc, *Origins of the Great Leap Forward: One Province [Henan]* *...... Westview'95
Economic and Social Development in S China, Stewart MacPherson, ed .................... Elgar'96
Faure, David*, *Down to Earth: Territorial Bond in S. China* ................................... Stanford'95
Feng Chongyi, *China's Hainan Providence: Development* ...................................... UAustralia'95
Fujian: Gateway to Taiwan, Brian Hook, ed ............................................................. OUP'96
*Geography of Contemporary China*, Terry Cannon+, ed ....................................... HC427.92.G46'90
Goodman, David, *Centre & Province... Sichuan & Guizhou 1955-65* ..................... DS793.S8G66'86
Goodman, David, *China's Provinces in Reform* ................................................... Routledge'97
*Guangdong...A Province Undergoing Rapid Change*, Y.M. Yeung, ed ..................... CUHK'98
*Guangdong: "Open Door"*, Toyojiro Maruya, ed ...................................................... '92
*Guangdong: China's Promised Land*, Brian Hook, ed ........................................... OUP'96
The Guangdong Development Model and its Challenges, Cheng, Joseph, ed .............. HKCity'U'98
Hebei Province, Dahe Commune/Town: Data Sets & Codebook, Louis Putterman, ed (eighteen economic & population diskettes '80 & '86) ................................................................. HN740.Z9C668'93
Ho, Samuel P.S.+, *Sustainable Econ Dev't in South China* ..................................... StMartin'00
Leeming, Frank, *The Changing Geography of China* ............................................. DS706.7.L44'93
Lyons, Thomas P., *Economic Geography of Fujian* (book & disks) *......................... CornellE.Asia'95
Lyons, Thomas, *Poverty & Growth in a South China County* *............................... Ithaca'94
McMillen, Donald H., *Chinese Communist Power and Policy in Xinjiang* .................. UBC'97
Ng Mee Kam, and Wing-Shing Tang, *The Pearl River Delta Urban System Plan* ....... IAPS,HK'97
On the South China Track: Perspectives on Anthropology, Sidney C.H. Cheung, ed ........ CUHK'98
Peterson, Glen, *The Power of Words: Literacy & Revl'n in S. China, 1949-95* .......... UBC'97
Pro-Democracy Protests: From Provinces, Jonathan Unger, ed .................................. DS779.26.P76'91
Provincial Strategies of Economic Reform, Peter Cheung, ed .................................... Sharpe'98
Sheel, Kamal, *Peasant Society & Marxist Intellectuals '20-30s* ............................... HX420.K5S47'89
Smith, Christopher, *China: People & Places* ....................................................... '90
Solinger, Dorothy, *Regional Government & Integration in SW China, 1949-54* ...JQ1509.1949.S64
Tiewes, Frederick, *Provincial Personnel in Mainland China, 1956-1966* ................. 75941.897
Vermeer, Eduard, *Economic Dev't in Provincial China (Shanxi)* ............................. HC428.S4V47'87
Vogel, Ezra, *Canton Under Communism* *............................................................. 1725.237.942
Vogel, Ezra, *One Step Ahead in China: Guangdong Under Reform* ....................... DS793.K7V64'89
Whitney, Joseph, China: Area, Administration, and Nation ............................................. 1724.9695
World Bank, Growth and Development in Gansu Province ..............................................................
Wou, Odoric, Mobilizing the Masses...Revolution in Henan .............................................. DS793.H5W6'94
Wu Jie, System Dialects ........................................................................................................... BjFLP'96
Yang Dali, Beyond Beijing: Liberalization and the Regions * .............................................. Routledge'97
Zheng Yongnian, Institutionalizing de Facto Federalism in Post-Deng China? ............... NUS, EAI'98
Zhou Shunwu, China: Provincial Geography .............................................................................. FLP, '92

SHANGHAI BOOKS (all of Shanghai delta; Lynn has another list of pre-1949 Shanghai books)
Bernhardt, Kathryn, Rents, Taxes, & Peasant Resistance...Yangzi..., -1950 .............. Stanford'92
Chinese Local Elites (history), Joseph Esherick+, ed ................................................. HN740.Z9E42'90
The Dragon's Head: Shanghai...Megacity, Harold D. Foster+, ed ................................. VictoriaBC'98
Etherington, Don, & K. Forster, Green Gold: Political Economy of Post-1949 Tea ........... '93
Forster, Keith, Rebellion and Factionalism in...Zhejiang 1966-76 .................... DS793.C286F6'90
Forster, Keith, Zhejiang in Reform .............................................................................. Wild Peony'98
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